Introduction

One of the most studied virus-bacterium system is that of the

Integration of the phage O into secondary attachment sites
using Integrases with altered specificity

Escherichia coli and the phage O. Like other temperate bacteriophages,
the phage O can follow two strategies after infecting bacterial cells. In
the lytic cycle the phage lisates the bacterial cell while approximately
one hundred new viral particle is formed. The other possibility is the
lisogenic cycle when the phage DNA integrates into the chromosome of
the host cell.
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This insertion takes place using the site-specific recombinational
system which following recognition of the unique sequences on the
bacterial chromosome and phage DNA fuses the two genomes by a
reciprocal recombination. The inserted phage is called prophage.
The key enzyme of the recombination is the Integrase that
catalyzes the cleaving of the DNA strands, their swapping and rejoining.
The sequences where the recombination takes place and are recognized
by the Int are called attachment (att) sites.
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Beyond the primary att sites both the bacterial chromosome and
the phage contain so-called secondary att sites. The integrational
efficiency at these sites is lower by several orders of magnitude than that
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of the primary att sites. Integration into secondary att sites is

During former studies leading to my project, the elements

undetectable if the primary attB site is present on the chromosome. The

responsible for the different specificity in the two site-specific

structures of the secondary sites are similar to the structure of the

recombinational systems of these phages were determined. The amino

primary sites and their sequences share a significant homology too.

acid residues responsible for the difference in the specificity of the two

Similarly to the phage O, the HK022 also belongs to the temperate
bacteriophages.

Former

studies

comparing

the

site-specific

recombinational systems of two phages revealed that the mechanism of

system and also the nucleotides in the core-type Int binding sites that
blocks recombination catalyzed by the non-cognate Integrase were
identified.

both the integration and the excision is very similar. In spite of the

Based on the in vivo recombinational efficiency of different

structural and regulational analogy, none of the two Integrases can

combinations of the wild type or mutant Integrases and the wild type or

catalyze efficiently the integration or excision of the other phage.

mutant att sites we set up a hypothesis, that describes a possible way

The mechanism of the evolutionary changes in the protein-DNA

how the specificity of an existing att/Int system can change during the

interactions can be understood by studying the differences and

evolution: one or more Int mutations relax the specificity of the

similarities of the HK022 Int and the O Int. As a result of their evolution,

recombinase and further mutations restrict it, resulting in that only the

the two proteins have different recombitional site-preference, but their

new one but not the original sequences will be recombined efficiently.

sequences share a high level of homology and a low level of cross-

Finally, new mutations in the Int and in the new Int-binding sites will

reaction can be detected.

refine the system.

The question is that how can a new specificity evolve from an
existing one in a way that the system would keep its functionality during
the whole process, because the loss of compatibility between the Int and
its recognition site would decrease the efficiency of lisogenisation.

Results and discussion

Specific aims

The hypothesis describes a possible mechanism for the change of
specificity, but its validity is still unknown.

The efficiency of the integration into the Escherichia coli
chromosome using all of the secondary att sites was measured en masse

It is unlikely that the specificity-change in the direction of O o

using O phages carrying the wild type or mutant Integrases and the ratio

HK022 can happen under non-experimental circumstances as it was

of the integrational efficiencies at primary and secondary attB sites was

modeled experimentally, without loosing functionality even temporarily,

determined.

because of the complexity of the system and the relatively high number

In Southern hybridization assay the secondary sites used most

of the expected mutations. The Integrase with relaxed specificity should

frequently by phages carrying the wild type and mutant Int was detected.

find one or more sequences that can be recombined with appropriate

The att regions of prophages integrated into secondary sites were

efficiency.

amplified in one-sided PCR using the population of thousands of single

For this purpose the secondary att sites of the host cell are good

lisogen strains as a template. By determining the sequence of these PCR

candidates since their sequences are similar to the primary attB and

products, 19 new secondary attachment sites were identified. Having

poorly but can be recombined by the wild-type Int.

known their sequences, most of the isolated secondary att sites were

My specific aims were to investigate if the secondary att sites
could play a role in the change of the specificity of a recombinational
system and to determine the mechanism of this possible pathway.

identified on the picture of the Southern-hybridization.
459 single lisogen was analyzed and the secondary site where the
integration took place was determined, resulting a quantitative
description about the usage of these sites
The most outstanding result of the analysis of the secondary att
sites is the strong conservation of the first three nucleotides of the

overlap region. Previous data showed that the sequences of the overlap

We have examined two predictions deduced from our model. In

regions in the recombining att sites should be identical, but the sequence

the first experiment artificial plasmid substrates, in the second an attR

itself is indifferent. Our experimental data proves that this identity is

transducing phage was used. In the case of the transducing phage we

important only for the first three nucleotides of the overlap regions in

proved that it has the structure that was predicted by our model, and its

the case of integrational events at the secondary sites.

integrational and excisional functions are unimpaired. In the case of the

By examining 197 independent insertions we demonstrated that
unidirectional segregation is the rule when the right sides of the two

artificial plasmid substrates the integrational and excisional efficiencies
were measured using different att sites.

overlap regions are multiply mismatched, that is that all of the attL

The observed significant difference between the efficiencies of

overlap regions had the sequence of the O and all of the attR overlap

some integrational and excisional reactions in the case of certain

regions had the sequence of the secondary sites. This observation can be

substrate/Int combinations was unexpected. The results from these

explained by the inhibition of the second strand swap because of the

experiments are compatible with the mechanism described in the model

differences in the sequences of the right side of the overlap regions, so

and confirm the availability of it.

the Holliday structure created by the first strand exchange will be

The possible role of the secondary att sites in the change of

resolved not by the Int but some other mechanism, for example by the

specificity of the site-specific recombinational system was investigated

bacterial homologous recombination or replication.

according to our initial aims. A model was set up and some elements of

The results presented in this work led us to set up a model called

it were proved by experimental data. Of course, we cannot say that the

chromosomal jumping. According to the model an attR transducing

examined mutations of the Int protein and the secondary sites were

phage is formed in which the attR predominantly preserves the structural

playing role in the change of specificity, but our results confirm its

complexity of attP and after having some adaptive mutation it can ensure

possibility.

the rapid restoration of integrative function.

Methods

Beyond the standard methods of microbiology and molecular
biology the following methods were used in our experiments:
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